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          Defender 110 L663 Rock Slider Install 

Make: Land Rover  

Model: Defender 110 L663 (2020 on) 

Part No:  V-N110SLIDR 

Description: Rock Sliders with Step  

Included: Right and Left Side Rock Sliders, 4 infinity washers, replacement trim clips.   

Required: 

• Box knife, Philips Screwdriver 

• Sockets 8,10, and 17mm Socket with Spanner/Ratchet 

• Floor Jack 

• Trim Tool 

• Nutsert/Jacknut tool with 1/4x20 fitting (to install included trim pieces) 

 Steps: 

- 10mm and Philips:  Remove Cloth from underneath vehicle (Passenger, Driver, and rear). Hold onto hardware (see pics on next page) 

- Trim Tool or Fingers:  Open rear door, Unclip rear fender flare, but do not remove entirely, at front of rear tire (passenger and driver) 

- Trim Tool or Fingers: Unclip front trim, behind front wheel and remove entirely (passenger and driver side) 

- Trim Tool or Fingers: Remove Plastic trim beneath doors and store 

- Sockets: Remove Air Conditioning Cover from beneath vehicle, keep bolts and re-use to install slider (pass and driver side) 

- Sockets:  Re-using your stock bolts, Install Slider carefully, recommend using a floor jack to balance the slider and raise/hold into place. 

- Nutsert/Jack-Nut Tool:  Insert provided jack-nuts into stock trim hole locations, confirming each with trim (passenger and driver trim is different per 

side), install jack-nuts into each hole. 

- Hold trim into place and use provided washers and bolts.  Tighten. 

- Hold cloth back into place, mark with sharpie, trim to tuck cloth under slider as needed and refit.  Fender well cloth is trimmed and tucked into slider 

front and rear. 

NOTE:  The front trim, behind the front wheels, is made to break when removed. We supply 4 infinity shaped pieces to bolt the trim back to the backing  

 

See below to confirm pieces to be removed, and what post-install 

looks like.  Cheers, and thank you for your business!! 
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 Front of Defender 

Infinity Pieces 

Items required for Removal – Cloth, Trim Under Drivers and Passenger Door, 

A/C Covers, trim as seen (AU SPEC Vehicles may not have the below): 
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Jack-Nut Tools: 

Trim installed with Jack-Nuts (1/4x20) 

  


